JAVA WEB DEVELOPER (BACKEND)

Company Description:
We are the 100% Digital Bank of the Santander Group, and we are currently undergoing a technological transformation and international expansion. In 2016 the re-launch of the Bank began and since then we have been in continuous expansion and growth, especially in our technological side. We work in a start-up format, using agile methodologies to take our clients’ experience to the next level. In 2019 we launched the Bank in the Netherlands, Germany and Portugal and we are almost landing in Argentina, with others to follow. Our culture makes us different; social and diversity clubs are part of our essence and allow us to live our culture every day. We are a flexible and fast adapting team that currently works remotely most of the time using all kinds of communication tools, we haven’t noticed the change!

Information:
- Deadline: 2022-02-28
- Category: Business
- Province: Bizkaia
- Country: Basque Country
- City: Bilbao

Company
Openbank

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functions
As a member of the Openbank development team, you will be responsible for Java developments, working with the latest Java Frameworks. To bring your knowledge and experience to the team, proposing ideas for continuous improvement. To participate in code review and contribute to improve common practices. To be responsible for your own proofs of concept to add value to the product. To develop microservices for banking services and multichannel customer experience. Rapid integration into the application ecosystem. Value-added application integration with a variety of technologies, in a multitude of providers. Scalability and high availability of applications in AWS environment, with container technology for horizontal scalability management.

Requisites
Bachelor's Degree in Computer Science, Information Systems, or other related field. Or equivalent work experience. 5+ years of experience working with Java, Spring Boot Framework and Maven. Knowledge of REST APIs, HTTP and web. Experience working with GIT subversioning. Knowledge of SQL or NoSQL. REDIS and cache strategies. Knowledge of agile methodology, Scrum and Kanban. Passion for technology and start-up methodology. Ability to learn quickly, creativity and initiative. Ability to make autonomous decisions. Results oriented. Team player. Excellent interpersonal and communication skills.

Benefits
Immediate incorporation to a dynamic and agile company with a growth and expansion project. Working in start-up mode with the support of Grupo Santander. Competitive remuneration and attractive benefits package. Possibility of growth within the company and the Group. Collaboration in international projects and possibility of contact with different countries. Excellent work environment. Social clubs and frequent events (now virtual). Would you like to grow with us? Join our team! Openbank is an equal opportunity employer. All applicants will be considered as equal without paying attention to gender identity, sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion, age, political orientation, union membership nor disability status. We make recruiting decisions based on your experience and skills. We value your passion to discover, invent, simplify and build. If you’re not currently living in Madrid or Valencia and you are open to relocate, we would still love to consider your application.